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Secular and Discontinuous Changes in Cyclical
Behavior
UR FIRST problem isto determine whether substantial secular
changes can be detected in cyclical behavior as we measure it. Towards
this end we have tested in detail the seven American series presented in the
preceding chapter. These series cover processes that rank high among the
activities stressed in theoretical studies of business cycles. Partly for this
reason, partly because of the comparatively long stretch of time covered
by these records, we regard our small sample as fairly satisfactory for the
present purpose. We analyze also durations of business cycles, the one
tolerably reliable set of measures that we have of business cycles as
wholes.'
IDuration and Amplitude of Specific Cycles
To investigate secular changes in our sample, we have fitted straight lines
by the method of least squares to the durations and amplitudes of succes-
sive specific cycles in each series.' Table 144 and Chart 55 present the
results. As the chart shows, the trend lines sometimes fit the cyclical obser-
vations badly. Hence we supplement them in Table 145 by subgroup
means, each set of cyclical measures being divided into three parts as
nearly equal as possible.'
1Weare underheavyobligations to Milton Friedman for assistance in handlingthetechnical
problems encountered in this and the next two chapters.
2Measuresfor the individual specific and reference cycles in the seven seriesareshown in
Appendix B.
3Thebulk of the statistical analysis in Ch. 9-12 was completed before measurements for the
business cycle of 1933—38 were ready; hence,with minor exceptions. our analysis stops around 1933.
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TABLE 144
Extreme Ordinates of Straight-line Trends











































































































1878—1893 5 37 42 1.1
1893—1910 5 41 37 0.9
1910—1933 5 54 41 0.8
Pig iron production
1879—1896 5 43 107 2.8
1896—1914 . 5 44 113 2.6
1914—1933 5 44 131 3.2
Freight car orders
1870—1894 6 48 421 9.7
1894—1914 6 40 319 8.3
1914—1933 7 32 518 20.4
Railroad stock prices
1857—1889 6 63 76 1.5
1889—1907 6 37 52 1.4
1907—1932 6 49 74 1.4
Shares traded
1878—1897 5 46 148 3.6
1897—1914 5 42 220 5.2
1914—1933 5 44 204 4.9
Call money rates
1858—1880 7 38 218 5.9
1880—1904 8 36 289 8.4
1904—1931 8 40 187 4.5
Railroad bond yields
1860—1876 6 32 27 0.9
1876—1905 7 49 20 0.4
1905—1931 7 45 24 0.6
Where thenumberof cycles is not exactly divisible byan additional cycle is placed in the last group or in both
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CHART 55
Secular Changes in the Duration and Amplitude of Specific Cycles
Seven American Series
Duration af Full Specific Cyclea a
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ALCHART 35 (CONT.)
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DURATIONAND AMPLITUDE OF SPECIFIC CYCLES389
A casual glance at these records might suggest that secular change is a
general characteristic of cyclical fluctuations. But the mere fact that the
trend lines are not horizontal, or that the subgroup averages differ within
each series, does not demonstrate that secular changes have been marked
or even that there have been any. Similar results could easily be obtained
by fitting trend lines or computing subgroup means for random series;
for example, successive values obtained from dice throws or the last
places of a table of logarithms. The odds are heavy that a mathematically
fitted trend will not be horizontal and that subgroup averages will not be
constant. What we have to determine, therefore, is whether the slopes of
our trend lines or the variations in the subgroup averages are 'substantial';
and if that does seem to be the case, whether they reflect persistent or
haphazard changes. Should we find that secular changes in cyclical meas-
ures have as a rule been both 'substantial' and 'statistically significant',
we would be forced to regard our notion that long-run averages of cyclical
behaviorgive a useful first approximation of business-cycle behavior as
discredited.4
A partial answer to our problem is given by measures of correlation
between cyclical behavior and time (Table 146). We use two measures
of correlation: the square of the coefficient of correlation and the square
of the correlation ratio. The former shows the fraction of the total varia-
tion of the cyclical measures for each series that is attributable to the
linear trend. The latter shows the fraction of the total variation that is
attributable to the subgroup averages considered as a step-line of trend.5
The outstanding feature of the correlation measures is their extremely
low level. The square of the coefficient of correlation between cyclical
durations and time varies in different series from 0 to .14; the square of
the coefficient of correlation between cyclical amplitudes and time varies
from 0 to .16 in the total amplitudes and from 0 to .13 in the per month
amplitudes. Of course, the correlation ratios squared are higher in most
41t is important to distinguish between substantial' and 'significant' secular changes. If account-
ing records show that Mr. X received $1,000.00duringthe first year of teaching, $1,000.01 the
second year, $1,000.02 the third, and so in regular increments until the fiftieth year when he
retired after enjoying a stipend of $1000.49; then, there has been a definite trend in the teacher's
annual earnings. This trend is 'statistically significant', but just as surely it is trifling and of no
practical consequence.
Of course, what secular changes are 'substantial' and what 'slight' is a matter of judgment.
which is bound to shift from problem to problem.
SIneach computation the total variation is measured by the sum of the squares of the deviations
of individual observations from their mean. Let Y be any observation on (say) durations of succes-
sive specific cycles. Y, successive ordinates of a straight line fitted by least squares. V the mean of
all observations, themean of the i" subgroup, N the total number of observations, and N, the
numberof observations in the i'5 subgroup. Then the square of the coefficient of correlation is
— N,(Y, —I')'
—. Thesquare of the correlation ratio is .Ifthe number of observations
'9 I(Y—V)'
is the same in each subgroup. the latter becomes —
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TABLE 146







































Deflated clearings... 1878—193315 3 .14 .00 .13 .13 .01
























Shares traded 1878—193315 3 .01 .05 .07 .01 .20
Callmoneyrates..1858—193123 3 .00 .01 .03 .04 .11















The specific-cycle measures (durations in months, amplitudes in specific-cycle relatives) are correlated with serial
numbers of the successive specific cycles.
5See Table 145 for the number of cycles and periods covered by successive subgroups.
instances than the coefficients of correlation squared, but they are just as
unimpressive.8
These results are what we should expect from a careful study of
Chart 55 and Table 145, apart from formal measures of correlation. Not
only do secular changes appear small in comparison with the variability
of individual cycles, but there is slight uniformity among the series with
regard to the trend of any attribute of cyclical behavior. If we look merely
at the trend lines of the full-cycle amplitudes, it seems that cyclical fluctua-
tions have become narrower in the series on interest rates and wider in
the series on industrial and speculative activity. But this suggestion is not
borne out uniformly by the subgroup averages of the amplitudes or even
by the trend lines of the per month amplitudes. The indications of dif-
ferent series concerning secular trends in cyclical duration are likewise
contradictory and inconclusive. The dominating impression by
Chart 55 is that the durations and amplitudes of successive cycles have
varied in a highly irregular fashion, and that substantial secular changes
have not taken place.
On the basis of the evidence presented so far, the most that may be
said is that secular changes account for a small part of the variation in the
durations and amplitudes of the specific cycles in our sample series. But
have we any warrant for believing that secular changes account for any
part of the variation? This question cannot be answered by measures of
correlation alone. Even if measures of correlation were computed from
6Thecycle measures are grouped by periods in computing correlation ratios, but the correlation
coefficients are computed from ungrouped data. In these circumstances the correlation ratio may
be smaller than the correlation coefficient. See Jan K. Wilniewski, Pitfalls in the Computation of
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DURATION AMPLITUDE OF SPECIFIC CYCLES391
purely random series, it is almost certain that they would not be exactly
zero. Further, no matter what the nature of the series may be, the size of
correlation measures is not independent of the complexity of the regres-
sion lines that are fitted, or the number of subgroups into which the data
are broken, or the number of observations that are used. To determine
whether there is any warrant for believing that the trend lines or sub-
group averages truly 'account' for any part of the variability of the cyclical
measures in our samples, we should establish whether the correlation
measures are larger than might reasonably be expected to arise from
chance alone. Such a test is provided by 'variance analysis', a statistical
tool devised by R. A. Fisher.
The principles on which the technique of 'variance analysis' rests can
be explained most simply in terms of our subgroup analysis. Let us start,
for example, with the hypothesis that the durations of successive specific
cycles in pig iron production are free from secular change. To determine
whether our data are consistent with this hypothesis, we first group the
durations of the cycles by periods. Then, as in computing correlation
ratios, we divide the total variation in the data—that is, the sum of the
squares of the deviations of the individual cyclical measures from their
mean—into two parts: the variation among and within the periods. On
the hypothesis of no secular change both parts arise from the same source,
namely, random variation. Each part can therefore be used to estimate
the variability of the universe of cycles from which the original observa-
tions are considered to be a sample. The estimates are obtained by divid-
ing each component of the total sum of squares by the number of 'degrees
of freedom' on which it is based, that is, by the number of independent
comparisons among the relevant observations. For example, if fifteen
cycles are grouped into three periods, the estimate of variance derived
from the differences among periods is based on two degrees of freedom,
while the estimate of variance derived from the differences within periods
is based on twelve degrees of freedom. The ratio of the first estimate to the
second yields a measure designated F, which furnishes an objective test
of the hypothesis that secular changes have not taken place.7
VtTe should expect the two estimates of variance, or the two variances
for short, to be approximately equal if the hypothesis that no secular
711 we use the symbols in note 5, the variance estimated from the variation among subgroups
(periods) isx —1')
,whereK is the number of subgroup€; that is, i1, 2,...,K. The
variance estimated from the variation within subgroups is ,whereS represents the
summation within a subgroup. Hence
(K —I)S(Y—Y4)2
Inthe straight-line trend analysis, the variance estimated from the variation of the ordinates
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change has occurred in cyclical durations is valid. On the other hand, if
a secular change has taken place, the variance among periods should be
larger than the variance within periods, and F should exceed unity. But F
may exceed unity, even if calculated from random series. Therefore, to
judge any F, we must determine the probability of obtaining a greater
value of F from a random sample grouped at random. If the probability
is small, the presumption is that the differences among periods are signifi-
cantly greater than the differences within periods. In other words, we may
conclude provisionally that a secular change has occurred in cyclical be.
havior. How small' the probability need be is a matter of choice and of
the objectives in view; but it has become customary to consider a prob-
ability of .05 (one chance in twenty) or smaller as indicating 'significance',
and that is the standard to which we shall adhere.8
The probability tables used to test variance ratios (F's) are derived
from a theoretical population distributed according to the 'normal curve'.
Since definite evidence exists that the frequency distributions of our
cyclical measures are frequently skewed,9 the tests we make are in some
degree inexact. Further, the probability tables are based on the assump-
tion that the observations entering the sample are independent. It seems
reasonably certain that cyclical measures do not fulfill this condition,
although they come closer to doing so than the original data of time
series. This too means that our tests are inexact, in the sense that the
probability tables are not perfectly applicable to our data. But these
technical difficulties do not seriously affect the analysis of this chapter.
Our main problem is whether secular changes in cyclical behavior have
been substantial, and that question we can usually answer sufficiently
well from ordinary data charts and tables. It is helpful, however, to check
judgments reached in this fashion by determining which of our cyclical
measures are and which are not reasonably consistent with the hypothesis
of no secular change. Even rough tests of statistical significance used with
reserve and discrimination will serve this limited purpose.
Thus Table 147 shows the variance ratios (F's) derived for the dura
tions and amplitudes of full specific cycles in our seven series. The
hypothesis of no secular change is tested in two ways: by dividing the
data into subgroups, and by computing linear trends. The trend lines
and subgroups that we use are indicated in Chart 55 and Table 145. On
the whole the variance tests seem to corroborate the hypothesis that the
SR.A.Fisher and F. Yates have published a table showing what values of Fcorrespondto the
.20. .05. .01, and .001 levels of significance (that isthe values of Fthatwill be exceeded in the
stated proportion of cases by chance) for specified degrees of freedom among and within groups.
See their Statistical Tables forBiological, AgriculturalandMedical Research (Oliverand Boyd.
London. 1938), pp. 29.35. A more detailed table of the values of F,butlimited to the .05 and .01
levels, is given by George W. Snedecor in his StatisticalMethods(Collegiate Press. Ames, Iowa. 1938
rev. ed), pp. 184.7. Both tables show directly values of F greater than 1; values between 0 and I can
be obtained by using reciprocals.
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Deflated clearings 15 3 0.87 0.07 1.78 2.12 0.05 2.00
Pig iron production.... 15 3 0.01 t 0.61 0.35 0.01 2.41 0.84
Freight car orders 19 3 1.74 1.18 1.73 1.93 0.05 0.74
Railroad stock prices...18 3 0.87 0.39 0.08 0.01 0.38 0.06
Shares traded 15 3 0.06 1.46 1.64 0.08 0.73 0.91
Call money rates 23 3 0.39 1.23 4.03J 0.01 0.22 0.63
Railroad bond yields...20 3 2.44 0.67 2.70 2.66 0.33 2.60
See note 7 concerning the variance ratios, Table 145 for the number of cycles and periods covered by the suc-
cessive subgroups, and Chart 55 for the straight-line trends.
Jtndicates that the ratio is 'significantly large', i.e., larger than the value that would be exceeded once in twenty
times by chance. For the analysis by subgroups this value is 3.88 for deflated clearings, iron production and shares
traded, 3.68 for railroad stock prices, 3.63 for freight car orders, 3.59 for railroad bond yields, and 3.49 for call
money rates. For the straight-line trend analysis, the corresponding values are 4.67, 4.49, 4.45, 4.41, and 4.32.
The differences among these values result from differences in the number of degrees of freedom on which the
estimates of variance are based.
Indicates that the ratio is small', i.e., smaller than the value that would be fallen short of once in
twenty times by chance, For the subgroup analysis this value is .05 for all series.For the straight.line trend
analysis, it is .004 for all series.
durations and amplitudes of the specific cycles in our test series have not
been subject to secular changes. Surely, they do not contradict the con-
clusion already reached: namely, that if secular changes have taken place
in these cyclical characteristics, they have in general been slight. In the
portion of the table relating to the subgroup analysis, one out of twenty-
one variance ratios is greater than the value that would be exceeded by
chance once in twenty times, and one is less than the value that would
be fallen short of by chance once in twenty times.1° No value of F in the
straight-line trend analysis falls outside either limit. Our data seem to
behave the way we should expect data derived from the same universe
and grouped at random to behave. Yet we believe that the amplitudes of
call money rates have undergone a real change. By facilitating increases
of bank reserves in times of pressure and by reducing the dependence of
interior banks upon New York, the Federal Reserve system has undoubt-
edly tended to mitigate the spasmodic fluctuations of call money rates.
II Reference-cycle Patterns
We pass from these tests of specific cycles to tests of reference cycles. The
question now is whether the behavior of our sample series has changed
materially during the business cycles marked off by our reference dates.
10 These values are identified in Table 147. Of course, only the values of F that are greater thass
the value that would be exceeded once itt twenty trials by chance can create a presumption ot a
secular change in cyclical behavior.
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TABLE 147
yand, if Tests of Secular Change in Durations and Amplitudes of Specific Cycles
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2 liv, cycles: 897— 1914
3F:v, cyclee: 1914— 1933
Pig iron production
1Five cycles: 1879—1897
2Five cycles: 897— 1914
3Five cycles: 1914—1933 Call money rates
1Sis cycles:858— t888
2 Sly cycles: 1888— 1908
3 Seven cycles: 1908—1933
Shares traded
I Fivecycles: 1879—9897
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See Table 148 for the number of cycles and periods covered by the successive subgroups.



















































































































104.6 98.8 98.1101.8102.4100.5 99.9 99.0
99.698.898.399.3100.8103.9101.4 100.6
97.697.4100.0101.8102.7100.2101.8100.8
Where the number of cycles is not exattly divisible by 3, an additional cycle is placed in the last group.
TABLE 149
Square of Correlation Ratio between Reference-cycle Standings and Time
Seven American Series
I)396 SECULAR CHANGES IN CYCLICAL BEHAViOR
TABLE 150














Ratio of variance among subgroups to variance
within subgroups for
Standings in reference-cycle stage Pattern
—— asa
IIIIIIIVVVIVII VIIIIXwhole
0.650.691.971.13 0.70 0.730.03t 0.060.230.46t
0.330.080.93 0.371.431.78 0.120.621.740.75
0.550.120.091.24 0.15 0.24 0.651.161.110.62
1.571.700.96 0.24 0.080.131.750.170.320.67
0.941.473.53 0.49 0.380.862.390.990.230.80









See notes 7 and 11 concerning the variance ratios, and Table 148 for the number of cycles and periods covered
by the successive subgroups.
J Indicates that the ratio is 'significantly large', i.e.,largerthan the value that would be exceeded once in twenty
times by chance. For the pattern as a whole this value is 1.68 for railroad bond yields, railroad stock prices, and
call money rates; 1.70 for deflated clearings, iron production, and shares traded; 1.69 for freight car orders. For
the single stagesitis 3.63 for railroad bond yields, railroad stock prices, and call money rates; 3.88 for deflated
clearings, iron production, and shares traded; 3.80 for freight car orders.
tlndicates that the ratio is 'significantly small', i.e., smaller than the value that would befallenshort of once in
twenty times by chance.Inallseries this value is .51 for the pattern as a whole, and .05 for the single stages.
To answer this question we proceed as before, except that we engage in
no curve fitting. The first step is to divide into thirds the full number of
cycles covered by each series and compute means of the reference-cycle
patterns in each subgroup. Next we compute for each series squares of
correlation ratios between (a) time and (b) the standings in individual
cycle stages and all stages combined. Finally, we show the statistical sign ifi-
cance of the correlation ratios by using variance analysis.11 The results of
these operations are presented in Chart 56 and Tables 148-150.
The new experiments yield results similar to those for specific cycles.
The squares of the correlation ratios for whole reference-cycle patterns
range from .07 to .14 in different series. Of the sixty-three correlation
measures for single stages, only six are above .25; the largest is .37. None
of the correlation measures for whole patterns and only three for single
stages are 'significantly large'. It might seem that in these instances the
hypothesis of absence of secular change is contradicted. That inference is
inadmissible without additional evidence; for if sixty-three variance
ratios were computed from random samples, approximately three such
instances would be expected. Nor is it surprising that two of the F's are
11 In computing the correlation ratio (squared) for the reference-cycle pattern as a whole, the
numerator is the sum of the numerators for the nine separate stages and the denominator is the
sum of the corresponding denominators. See above, note 5. Consequently, the correlation ratio
(squared) for the whole pattern of a seriesis a weighted arithmetic mean of the correlation
ratios (squared) for the nine stages. the weight being the sum of squared deviations about the mean
of the stage. This measure takes no account of the actual sequence of the stages.
In making the variance analysis for the whole pattern, the number of degrees of freedom is
9(K —1)among subgroups and 9(N —K)within subgroups, where N is the number of cycles and




























































































REFERENCE-CYCLE PA TTERNS 397
less than the values that would be fallen short of once in twenty times by
chance, since one such case is to be expected in twenty
random samples.
The preceding statements cannot be accepted literally, as statistical
experts will be quick to recognize, for our data fail to satisfy fully the
TABLE 151
Average Duration and Amplitude of Expansions and Contractions


















1878—1893 5 28 9 30 13 1.0 1.7
1893—1910 5 33 8 27 10 0.8 3.0
1910—1933 5 37 17 24 18 0.7 1.1
Pig ironproduction
1879—1896 5 29 14 62 44 2.6 3.8
1896—1914 5 32 11 64 48 2.1 5.6
1914—1933 5 25 18 59 72 2.6 4.6
Freight carorders .
1870—1894 6 22 26 215 206 13.9 8.3
1894—1914 6 22 18 163 136 9.4 10.4
1914—1933 7 12 19 254 264 41.3 15.9
Railroad stock prices
1857—188.9 6 35 28 46 31 1.8 1.5
1889—1907 6 23 14 29 23 1.4 1.8
1907—1932 6 28 21 32 42 1.1 1.8
Shares traded
1878—1897 5 15 31 74 73 7.7 2.5
1897—1914 5 15 28 108 112 9.8 4.2
1914—1933 5 24 20 112 93 5.3 5.6
Call money rates
1858—1880 7 21 17 110 108 5.2 7.3
1880—1904 8 18 17 142 148 10.5 9,8
1904-1 931 8 20 20 96 91 4.7 5.7
Railroad bond yields
1860—1876 6 15 17 12 14 0.8 1.1
1876—1905 7 22 27 7 13 0.4 0.5
1905—1931 7 25 20 13 11 0.6 1.0
Number of Rado of variance among
Deflated clearings
subgroups subgroups to variance within subgroups
3 0.43 1.38 0.21 0.39 0.90 0.49
Pigironproduction.... 3 0.46 0.62 0.07 1.04 0.35 0.49
Freight car orders 3 1.65 1.16 1.03 1.26 1.11 1.61
Railroadstockprices... 3 0.47 1.17 0.69 0.59 1.14 0.18
Shares traded 3 1.05 1.11 1.45 1.31 0.86 4.87)
Call money rates 3 0.13 0.32 0.99 1.32 4.35J 1.22
Railroadbondyields... 3 1.03 0.97 1.10 0.30 1.88 0.93
See note to Table 145.
Unweighted average.
J Larger than the value that would be exceeded once in twenty times by chance. This value is specified in s note
toTable 147.-C
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assumptions underlying variance analysis. In particular, we cannot justi-
fiably regard our several series or the standings within a given series in
successive cycle stages as being independent of one another; we know that
their movements are intercorrelated. But technical difficulties do not
cloud the essential point, which is sufficiently plain without probability
calculations. If secular changes have taken place in reference-cycle be-
havior, they have not left a prominent imprint on our sample series. The
outstanding feature of Chart 56 is that the average cyclical patterns are
roughly similar from period to period within the same series but differ
widely among series. This demonstration suffices for our present purpose.
III Other Cyclical Measures
The results of the preceding tests are confirmed when the range of the
testsis extended. Table 151 supplements Tables 145 and 147, by
analyzing separately the expansion and contraction phases of the specific
cycles. We find that the variance among subgroups is larger than the
variance within subgroups in half of the forty-two instances covered by
the new table. But in only two of the twenty-one instances does the vari-
ance ratio exceed unity to a degree that is significant according to prob-
ability calculations: the rate of cyclical rise in call money rates and the
rate of cyclical fall in share trading. The latter result is perhaps unex-
pected. The former is confirmed by independent knowledge, as already
stated. No other result in the table is even in the vicinity of the 'level of
significance'. As a whole the evidence in Table 151 gives no support to the
view that real secular changes of substantial scope have been a common
feature of the cyclical behavior of economic activities. This remark
applies also to the measures of timing and conformity in Table 152,
although the timing of some series seems to have undergone a clear-cut
secular change.
In Table 153 we summarize the variance tests thus far presented. We
show merely the number of 'significantly large' variance ratios relatively
to the number computed, without allowing for the duplication that auto-
matically results when closely related measures are analyzed or when cer-
tain of these measures are treated on more than one plan. Of the 189
variance ratios, only nine are 'significantly large'. It is interesting that
none of the 'significant' ratios is among the measures of cyclical duration
and that seven occur in the two series on interest rates. These results may
mean that the duration of specific cycles is one of their most stable features
in the long run, and that money markets are more susceptible to secular
changes in cyclical behavior than are industrial or security markets.
Although the evidence at hand is slender and indefinite, it is noteworthy
that the series on deflated clearings outside New York, which comes closer
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TABLE 152
Average Timing of Specific Cycles and






Average lead (—) or
. lag(+) in months
at references









1879—1897 5 +3.8 —6.2 +0.9 —0.7 —1.5
1897—1914 5 +4.2 —7.4 +0.8 —0.4 —1.2
1914—1933 5 +1.2 —3.8 +0.7 —0.4 —1.1
Pigiron production
1879—1897 5 +0.8 —3.2 +2.1 —1.7 —3.9
1897—1914 5 +3.4 —7.2 +2.2 —1.8 —4.0
1914—1933 5 +1.4 —0.3 +2.4 —3.3 —57
Freight car orders
1870—1894 5 —7.6 —3.2 +2,4 —2.5 —4.9
1894—1911 5 —7.0 —5.0 +5.2 —5.2 —10.5
1911—1933 6 —3.2 —1.4 +3.8 —3.9 —7.8
Railroad stock prices
1858—1888 6 —7.6 —13.4 +0.9 —0.6 —1.5
1888—1908 6 —2.2 —1.2 +0.9 —0.8 —1.7
1908—1933 7 —7.3 —8.6 +0.5 —0.5 —1.0
Shares traded
1879—1897 5 —11.4 —2.2 +1.4 —2.2 —3.5
1897—1914 5 —12.0 —4.8 +1.8 —2.2 —4.1
1914—1933 5 —7.8 —6.5 +2.7 —0.6 —3.3
Callmoney rates
1858—1888 6 —3.3 —1.2 +4.2 —3.5 —7.7
1888—1908 6 +4.2 +3.0 +3.4 —5.0 —8.4
1908—1933 7 —1.0 +2.6 +3.3 —2.4 —57
Railroad bond yields
1858—1888 6 +9.2 +17.8 +0.2 —0.3 —0.5
1888—1908 6 +9.2 +14.4 +0.1 —0.1 —0.2
1908—1933 7 +4.8 +1.8 +0.4 —0.1 —0.5
Number of Ratio of variance among
Deflated clearings
subgroups subgroups to variance within subgroups
3 0.50 0.78 0.57 0.26 0.51
Pigiron production. ... 3 0.26 7.831 0.09 1.99 1.55
Freight car orders 3 0.37 0.31 1.29 0.92 2.05
Railroad stock prices.... 3 0.90 2.11 0.58 0.18 0.56
Shares traded 3 0.54 0.57 1.23 1.61 0.14
Callmoney rates 3 4.231 0.59 0.16 1.86 0.49







See note to Table 148.
numberof timingobservations is not defined exactly by the number of reference cycles; see Table, 62 and
141. To avoid duplication, the timing at the last reference trough of the first period is excluded from the average
for that period but included in the average for the second, and the timing at the last reference trough of the
second period is excluded from the average for that period but included in the average for the third.
bThese stages are indicated in Table 140.
Difference between contraction and expansion (ace Table 47, col. 8).
I Larger than the value that would be exceeded once in twenty times by chance.
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TABLE 153














































































This summary omits 'significantly small' ratios, of which there are two in clearings and one in iron production.
'Derived from Tables 147 and 151.
bDerived from Table 152.
'Derived from Table 150.
has very few ratios exceeding unity, in no instance turns up a 'significantly
large' ratio, but does turn up two that are 'significantly small'.
It is no part of our aim to discuss the results for individual series in
any detail at present. Nor, to repeat, are 'significant' but 'slight' secular
changes of more than incidental interest. It is well to note, nevertheless,
that apart from their technical limitations, our probability calculations
cannot be taken at face value. Economic analysis and historical knowledge
must play a part in whatever judgment is finally reached concerning the
presence or absence of secular change in cyclical behavior. For example,
our observations suggest that the tendency of pig iron production to lead
at general revivals has practically disappeared; the variance test indicates
that so large a difference as we find between the timing of recent and
earlier cycles could arise from chance causes less frequently than one time
out of twenty; which creates some presumption that a secular change. in
timing has actually occurred. This presumption is materially strength-
ened by knowledge that the secular trend of iron output has flattened out,
for we have independent reasons for believing that a change in cyclical
timing tends to be associated with retardation of growth. But retardation
in the railroad equipment industry has been even more pronounced than
in the iron industry; the mean timing of freight car orders at business-
cycle troughs has shifted in the same direction as the timing of pig iron
production; the original data on orders leave much to be desired and an
erratic factor is bound to enter the placing of orders; hence we are in-
clined to judge that a secular change may well have occurred also in the
timing of freight car orders, in spite of the low variance ratio.'2 Of course,
12 Freight car orders led the reference trough in 1911 by 17 months. This long lead is placed in the
third period in Table 152, by force of the convention adopted its constructing the table. lilt were
placed instead in the second period, the average timing in the tlsree successive periods would run































DURATION AND AMPLITUDE OF BUSINESS CYCLES 401
what we do in such instances is to combine intuitively the knowledge
given by probability tests with other knowledge concerning the phe-
nomenon under observation.
IV Duration and Amplitude of Business Cycles
A vital check on some of the preceding results may be obtained by
analyzing the business-cycle durations yielded by our reference dates. If
there is little or no presumption that the durations of specific cycles have
undergone noteworthy secular changes, the same should be true of the
durations of business cycles. And since our business-cycle measures cover
three countries besides the United States, we are also in a position to
determine whether the experience of other countries has been similar to
that of the United States.
We therefore group the durations of successive business cycles and
their phases of expansion and contraction into three approximately equal
classes in each country, and compare the variance among subgroups in
each with the variance within subgroups. The subgroup means and the
results of the variance analysis are set out in Table 154. There is a rough
TABLE 154







Average duration in months
Expansion Contraction Full cycle
United States
1854-1885 6 31 30 61
1885—1908 7 24 16 40
1908—1933 7 21 21 42
Great Britain
1854—1886 5 40 36 76
1886—1914 5 43 25 68
1914—1932 S 24 19 43
France
1865—1887 5 22 30 52
1887—1914 5 39 26 65
1914—1932 5 30 13 43
Germany
1879—1902 3 46 47 92
1902—1914 3 33 17 50
1914—1932
United States
4 34 20 54
Number of
subgroups
Ratio of variance among
subgroups to variance within subgroups
3 1.89 1.75 3.11
Great Britain 3 2.09. 0.93 1.88
France 3 1.77 1.47 1.07
Germany .... 3 0.78 4.31 6.18j__—
Derived from the monthly reference dates in Table 16.See note to Table 145.
Larger than the value that would be exceeded once in twenty times by chance.Unfortunately, we lack at present reliable measures of the amplitude
of successive business cycles. In the absence of anything better, the ratings
in Table 156, based on several familiar indexes of American business
activity, may perhaps serve as a provisional check on our sample series.13
These ratings fail to disclose any very clear trend in the intensity of suc-
cessive business-cycle expansions or contractions, and thus corroborate
the broad evidence of our sample.14 The coefficient of correlation be-
tween the graded intensities of expansions and their order in timeis
—.01, or virtually zero; the coefficient for contractions is +.18. On the
basis of these results, we can say at most that secular change accounts for a
small part of the variation in the amplitudes of business-cycle declines.
But even this statement is problematical, since the coefficient of correla-
tion for contractions is not statistically significant.'6
18 Note, however, the difficulty that at least in the early years these indexes lean heavily on two of
our series, clearings and iron production.
'4 See also Sec. VI, and Ch. 11, Sec. VI.
15 That is, between the ranks of the average ranks in Table 156 and the serial numbers of the
successive cycles.
28 The standard error of a coefficient of rank correlation based on 15 observations is .27; which

































same series have bt
'Years of turning
I'. I
BU 402 SECULAR CHANCES IN CYCLICAL
suggestion that business cycles may have become shorter with the passage
of time. But this suggestion is only partly borne out by the annual meas-
ures in Table 139, which cover a longer period. Our present data yield a
'significant' variance ratio only in one instance, the duration of full cycles
in Germany. True, the variance ratio for durations of full cycles exceeds
unity in all four countries. But Table 155 suggests that at least the Ameri-
can result is fortuitous, and we know that the timing of business cycles in
each of our countries is correlated with that of business cycles in the others.
TABLE 155





of successive groups of cycles (mos.)
(2) (3) (4) (5)
ratio
(F)
20 cycles divided into
Two equal groups 51 43 .. .. .. 0.99
Three equal groups' 61 40 42 .. .. 3.11
Four equal groups 58 44 42 44 .. 0.84
Five equal groups 48 61 40 44 42 0.86
Straight line fitted by 'least 54" .. .. .. 40' 1.19
Derived from the monthly reference troughs in Table 16.
'The successive groups include 6, 7 and 7 cycles.
bNsne of these ratios is statistically significant.
'The a values are the serial numbers of the successive reference cycles.
"First trend value (a -.1).
















Aatociation, DcBUSINESS CYCLES AND ECONOMIC STAGES
TABLE 156
the passage Ranks of Amplitudes of Cyclical Expansions and Contractions
nual meas- Three Indexes of American Business Activity, 1879—1933
Reference
expansion














































































































































































































The mildest contraction or expansion is assigned a rank of 1, the next a rank of 2, and so on. The ranks were
determined from our standard measures of specific-cycle amplitude, the analysis being positive. Each of the three
indexes is trend-adjusted. For this reason, if for no other, the ranks of the successive cycles arc very rough ap-
proximations.
The A.T.&T. index is available without trend adjustment since 1900. Theranksof the cyclical movements in
the unadjusted and trend-adjusted indexes differ considerably at times. The ranks of the two forms of the index
(the ranks of the trend-adjusted index are shown in parentheses) for the nine successive expansions since 1900 are
5(1), 8(6), 6(7), 1(2), 7(8), 2(4), 9(9), 4(5), 3(3); and 3(2), 7(7), 1(1), 4.5 (6), 4.5(4), 8(8), 6(5), 2(3), 9(9) for the
nine successive contractions since 1902.
For sources, see Appendix C, notes on series (1), (2) and (4) of Table 21.(The notes in the Appendix are
phrased for rcference cycles; they apply only approximately to specific cycles when overlapping segments of the
same series have been used, as in the A.T.&T. and Persons indexes.)
of turning points in our monthly reference chronology (Table (6).
V Business Cycles and Economic Stages
It is possible, of course, that so few noteworthy secular or discontinuous
changes in cyclical behavior have emerged in our tests because they have
been made by mechanical rule. The trend lines and subgroups we have
used involve arbitrary arrangements in every instance; they do not follow
hints derived from general economic history or the history of business
cycles. We have used mechanical schemes not because we prefer them, but
because no other method seemed possible in view of the looseness with
which hypotheses concerning secular changes in cyclical behavior have
usually been formulated. But there are two notable exceptions to this
statement, and they warrant careful investigation.
The first is Frederick C. Mills' suggestion that the duration of busi-
ness cycles is a function of the stage of industrial development.11 Mills de-
veloped his hypothesis to account for the differences in the durations of
business cycles shown by Thorp's Business Annals. In its author's words:
































404 SECULAR CHANGES IN CYCLICAL BEHAVIOR BUSJ
When the modern type of economic organization is in the initial stages of develop.
ment, the average duration of cycles is relatively long. During the stage of rapid
growth, when modern types of business enterprise and modern forms of industrial
organization are being applied extensively, business cycles are of relatively short
average duration. With the decline in the rate of economic change and the attain.
ment
of comparative stability, business cycles increase again in length. Data
Though he had "no objective criterion for distinguishing the stages in a
country's industrial development, or for classifying countries according
to their present state of development", Mills attempted a "quite experi- tries, determine
inBusinessAs
mental and tentative" classification, which applied as follows to the four three groups.
countries treated in this study:
fication are the
(2) Business-cycle
A. Early stage of industrialization tries: United
Germany and United States: to 1822 (Annals begin in 1796) spects the sam'
Germany: to 1866 (Annals begin in 1848) (3) The cycles pla
B. Stage of rapid transition are dropped.
England: to 1831 (Annals begin in 1793) same as (2)...
France: to 1876 (Annals begin in 1838) (4) A few early cy
annual referei United States: 1822 to date are dropped.
Germany: 1866 to date features of thi
C.Stageof economic stability as in (3).
England: 1831 to date (5) The calendar
Table 16 are France: 1876 to date dates taken fr
periods and Making similar tentative judgments about the stage of industrializa- analysis are
don prevailing at different periods in all of the seventeen countries (6) A few cycles
covered by Thorp's annals, Mills obtained the following results: Annals was
is, all cycles,
No. of Mean Standard eredbya
business duration deviation through
wise the sam cycles in years in years
I Mills' period, A. Early stage of industrialization 51 5.86 2.41 classification.
B. Stage of rapid transition 77 4.09 1.88 cycle he
C. Stage of economic stability 38 6.39 2.42 many to stag
later cycles
He then showed by a sampling test that differences in average duration so since 1925 in
(7) The same as large as he had found were most unlikely to happen by chance. Hence he of the diffici
concluded that, if his classification of countries by stages of industrial since 1923 i
Germany aJ development is valid and if the durations shown by Business Annals are
Differs from
correct, "there is proof here of a definite secular change in the factors are taken Oi
determiningthe duration of business cycles."
All cycles cc
ence dates
In Table 157 we present a detailed test of Mills' hypothesis. On (9) The same
applying variance analysis to the data available to Mills, we confirm his durations a
instead of
results not only in regard to seventeen countries, but also in regard to a conseque
the four countries we are using at present. The results are again confirmed shorter tha
(10) The same if we omit Mills' 'early stage of industrialization', which is not repre. rations
sented in the revised annual reference dates shown in Chapter 4 of this instead of
that in co
volume; also if we omit the early cycles in the second stage that are not . eredisshol
covered by our new chronology. These four samples of durations not only
yield averages for the several stages that differ in the direction suggested
-j(1) Business-cycle durations in 17 coun-
tries, determined from annual records
inBusinessAnnals.Classifiedinto
three groups.The data and classi-
fication are those used by Mills
(2) Business-cycle durations in 4 coun-
tries: United States, Great Britain,
Germany and France.In other re-
spects the same as (I)
(3) The cycles placed by Mills in stage A
are dropped.In other respects the
same as (2)
(4) A few early cycles not covered by the
annual reference dates in Table 16
are dropped.The data and other
features of the analysis are the same
as in (3)
(5) The calendar-year reference dates of
Table 16 are substituted for reference
dates taken from Business Annals. The
periods and otherfeatures of the
analysis are the same as in (4)
(6) A few cycles completed since Business
Annals was published are added; that
is, all cycles, from peak to peak, cov-
eredbyannualreferencedates
through 1928—30 are included. Other-
wise the same as (5).Going outside
Mills' period, we lack the benefit of his
classification.Mills assigned the last
cycle he covered in U. S. and Ger-
many to stage B. We arbitrarily assign
later cycles (since 1923 in U. S. and
since 1925 in Germany) to this stage.
(7) The same as (6) except that, in view
of the difficulty just stated, the cycles
since 1923 in U. S. and since 1925 in
Germany are assigned to stage C....
(8) Differs from (6) only in that the cycles
are taken on a trough-to-trough basis.
All cycles covered by our annual refer-
ence dates through 1932 are included.
(9) The same as (6), except that cycle
durations are measured from monthly
instead of annual reference dates. As
a consequence, the period covered is
shorter than in (6)
(10) The same as (8), except that the du-
rations are measured from monthly
instead of annual reference dates and
that in consequence the period cov-
ered is shorter
'Stages A, B and C arc identified itS Use text.
BUSINESS CYCLES AND ECONOMIC STAGES
TABLE 157
Analysis of Durations of Business Cycles Classified According to
Mills' Stages of Industrialization
405
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by Mills' hypothesis, but the differences are 'highly significant' in every
instance. However, if we substitute durations derived from the annual Average
reference dates of the present investigation for those derived from
Thorp's Business Annals, the gap between the averages is reduced sharply
and the value of F is no longer statistically significant. If we use the revised Series and
annual reference dates and add several business cycles that have run COveO
their course since Thorp's work was done, the gap between the averages
becomes still narrower and its 'significance' still more doubtful, whether clearini
we count durations from peak to peak or from trough to trough. The 1878-1914...
somewhat smaller sample of durations measured from the monthly refer. 1914—1933...
ence dates yields similar results. Psid
Since the use of presumably more reliable and certainly more numer- 1914—1933...
ous measures reverses the results of variance analysis applied to earlier Freight car ordi
measurements of business-cycle durations in four countries classified by
'stages of industrialization', we must accept the conclusion that what we Railroad stock
take to be the best collection of measures available at present gives slight 1857-1915...
support to I'vlills' hypothesis.'8 1915—1932..
Shares traded
1878—1914.
1914—1933. VI Business Cycles before and after 1914
Callmoneyrat
Another challenging hypothesis is the idea voiced repeatedly in recent
years that World War I marks a 'break' in the history of business cycles. Railroad bond
To test this hypothesis of structural change, we divide the leading cyclical 1860—1914..
measures for our seven American series and the durations of business 1914-1931..
cycles in our four countries into two groups; the first of which includes all
cycles from the time our monthly records start to 1914, and the second
the cycles from 1914 to about 1932. The results are presented in Tables
158-160 and Charts 57-58. To facilitate comparisons, the average refer- Freight car or
ence-cycle patterns before the war are restricted to 1879—19 14, the period Railroad stock
Shares traded.
covered by all seven series. Call money ral
On the whole these measurements indicate a family likeness between Railroad bond
the business cycles that come before and after 1914. As we move from
Larger than thi
pre.War to later cycles, numerous discrepancies appear within each pair tSmaller than I
of patterns, but they are overshadowed by the basic similarity that the
patterns of the several series bear to one another. The order of magnitude
of the cyclical durations, leads or lags, even amplitudes is, broadly speak- in cyclical
ing, not very different in the two periods. Less than half of the variance single sen
ratios in Tables 158.159 exceed unity (42 Out of 98); in other words, the the timin
differences between the two periods exceed the differences within the call mone
periods in less than half of the instances tested. Four variance ratios are cycles. Fr
'significantly large', but five are 'significantly small'. Doubtless, changes and only
cycles in c
iSC. C. W. Schumann finds that the experience of South Africa from 1806 to 1909 does not hear
out Mills' hypothesis. See his Structural changes and Business Cycles itt South .4frica, 1806—1936 thus tue p














































































11 30 10 40 27 11 38 0.92.21.0
4 39 16 55 27 19 46 0.8 1.20.8
10 30 13 43 63 46110 2,44.72.7
5 25 18 44 5972131 2.64.63.2
12 22 22 44 18918137011.6 9.39.0
7 12 19 32 25426451841.315.920.4
14 28 21 49 35 26 61 1.51.61.4
4 31 21 52 36 52 89 1.22.21.5
10 15 29 44 91 92184 8.83.34.4
5 24 20 44 112 932045.35.64.9
18 20 18 38 127129255 7.68.56.9
5 19 19 37 77 71148 4.24.63.9
15 22 21 43 10 13 230.50.70.6
5 17 23 41 13 13 250.71.20.7
No.of Ratio of variance between groups to variance within groups
2 1.09 1.30 1.60 1.000.450.190.310.47
2 0.70 1.13 0.010.122.211.230.110.010.70
2 3.50 0.33 2.741.482,101.842.323.163.67
2 0.05 0.0010.020.012.670.930.611.140.02
2 2.25 2.15 0.OOt 0.90 0.261.426.001 0.41
2 0.12 0.03 0.032.362.632.661.892.143.89









I Larger than the value that would be exceeded once in twenty times by chance.
tSmaller thanthe value thatwould be fallen short of once in twenty times by chance.
than thevalue thatwould be fallen ,hortofonce inahundredtimes by chance.
ISmallerthanthe value that would be fallenshort of once inathousand times by chance.
incyclical behavior occurred or first became marked around 1914 in some
single series. The most prominent change turned up by our sample is in
the timing of bond yields. A real change occurred also in the amplitude of
call money rates, but it is obscured by lumping together all pre-War
cycles. From 1858 to 1885 we find nine specific cycles in call money rates
and only five business cycles; from 1885 to 1915 we find another nine
cycles in call money rates but each corresponds neatly to a business cycle;
thus the pre-War period is apparently not homogeneous. If the cycles in
call money rates during 1885—1915 are compared with the cycles during408 SECULAR CHANGES IN CYCLICAL BEHAVIOR BU
1915—31, we find a 'significant' decline in amplitude.'9 But as already and it wouh
stated, this change is attributable to the Federal Reserve system, not to cluded in th
the War and its sequelae. though in a
It is worth noting, however, that the average total swing of the
specific cycles is larger after 1914 than before in every series except call
money rates. True, not one of the differences is statistically significant.
But our analysis stops in 1933, and we know that the cycle of 1933—38 was Rat
sufficiently violent to make its influence felt on the comparisons we are
making. For example, the average amplitudes of pig iron production are
+ 76, —81, 158 for the six cycles from 1914 to 1988, in contrast to + Series an
—72, 131 for the five cycles from 1914 to 1933. If the 1933—38 cycle is period cove
added to the post-War period the variance ratio of the cyclical amplitudes
also rises materially, though it still fails to meet the .05 level of signifi-
d cance.2° Apparently, a tendency toward intensified cyclical fluctuations
is impressed on our American samples—though not with any great clarity. 1914-1933...
It is impressed also on the ratings of business-cycle contractions presented Pig iron produc
in Table 156, but again not very clearly. If this table were extended in
both directions, the severe contraction of 1937—38 would be added at Freight car ordi
the end, the severer contraction of 1873—79 at the beginning. It may be 1870-1914..
that no lasting change in the severity of cyclical contractions has taken 1914-1933..
Railroadstock place. On the other hand, a lasting change may have occurred, but we do 1858-1914..
not have as yet a sufficient number of cyclical observations to establish 1914—1933..
this result with confidence.2' Shares traded
If we are to judge from Table 160, the duration of business cycles in
each of our four countries has been shorter on the average since 1914 Call money rat
than in pre-War times. However, the difference is small for this country,22 1858-1914..
1914—1933.
19 The measures in full are: Railroad bond
Average in specific-cycle
. 1858—1914. relatives
.1885—1915 1915—1931 ratio 1914-1933.
Rise 151 77 10.62
Fall 149 71 8.82
Rise & fall 299 148 11.80
Rise per month 6.8 4.2 4.99 Deflated clean
Fall per month 10.0 4.6 4.36 Pig iron prod'
Rise & fall per month 7.5 3.9 7.62 Freight car or
The .05 and .01 values of the variance ratio are 4.75 and 9.33, respectively.
I Railroad stocl
Shares traded.
20 The variance ratio (F)forthe rise is .64. the fall 4.19. the joint rise and fall 3.24. The .05 value Call money ri
of F is 4.60. Railroad boo
21 It is well to observe specifically that since the sample of series analyzed in this chapter leaves .
usuninformed about the cyclical amplitude of total industrial production or employment, no
inference concerning the presence or absence of secular changes in the amplitude of these funda- bThes. stages S
mentalmagnitudes is possible. Furthermore, if we suppose for a moment that the amplitude of 'Difference bet
cyclical fluctuations in industrial employment has been constant in the long run, that would not J Larger than t
imply constancy in the amplitude of fluctuations in total employment. On the contrary, it would JLasgce than
imply that the amplitude of fluctuations in total employment has actually increased: for the num-
ber of persons engaged in agricultural work, which is a rather steady branch of employment (though
not of output or income) during business cycles, has been a declining fraction of the gainfully
occupied population.



















and it would virtually disappear if the 1933—38 business cycle were in-
cluded in the analysis. In foreign countries the difference is substantial,
though in no instance statistically significant.
TABLE 159
Average Timing of Specific Cycles and






or lag (+) in
months at
reference'









1879—1914 10 +4.0 —6.8 +0.8 —0.5 —1.4
1914—1933 5 +1.2 —3.8 +0.7 —0.4 —1.1
Pig iron production
1879—1914 10 +2.1 —5.2 +2.2 —1.8 —3.9
1914—1933 5 +1.4 —0.3 +2.4 —3.3 —5.7
Freight car orders
1870—1914 11 6.8 —5.3 +4.2 —4.1 —8.3
1914—1933 5 —3.4 +1.2 +3.1 —3.5 —6.5
Railroad stock prices
1858—1914 14 —4.7 —7.6 +0.9 —0.7 —1.6
1914—1933 5 —8.5 —7.0 +0.4 —0.4 —0.8
Shares traded
1879—1914 10 —11.7 —3.5 +1.6 —2.2 —3.8
1914—1933 5 —7.8 —6.5 +2.7 —0.6 —3.3
Call money rates
1858—1914 14 +0.6 +1.0 +3.8 —3.8 —7.7
1914—1933 5 —2.0 +3.0 +3.1 —2.8 —5.9
Railroad bond yields
1858—1914 14 +9.3 +15.6 +0.2 —0.2 —0.3
1914—1933 5 +3.2 +0.2 +0.4 —0.2 —0.6
Number of Ratio of variance between
Deflated clearings
































































'The number of timing observations is not defined exactly by the number of reference cycles; see Table 141. To
avoid duplication, the timing observation at the reference trough of 1914 is included in the later period only.
t'Thesestages are indicated in Table 140.
'Difference between contraction and expansion (see Table 47, cal. 8).
Larger than the value that would be exceeded once in twenty times by chance.
Largerthan the value that would be exceeded once in a hundred times by chance.CHART 57
Average Specific—cycle Patterns before and after 1914
Seven American Series
Railroad bend yields
lb Specific cycles: 1860-1114
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Seven American Series























See Appendie Table 63.
For simplicity, each pattern of this quarterly
series is dnien to the same schedule of internals
as are the monthly series. The difference betesen
Stage—tO—lIa9e intervals oh monthly end quarLerly
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TABLE 160


























15 25 23 48
5 24 20 44
10 41 30 72
5 24 19 43
10 31 28 58
5 30 13 43
6 39 32 71
4 34 20 54
Numberof Ratio of variance between
groups groups to variance within groups
2 0.13 0.10 0.19
2 4.35 1.06 3.81
2 0.OOj 2.96 1.44
2 0.36 0.93 1.19
Derived from the monthly reference dates in Table 16.
tSmallcr than the value that would be fallen short of once in twenty times by chance.
VII Conclusions from Tests
Before attempting to draw conclusions from the tests in this chapter, it is
well to note their limitations. All our tests are based on a small sample of
series. They are restricted to this country except for measures of the
duration of business cycles. They are arranged for the most part accord-
ing to mechanical criteria. The probability tests we have used are based
on assumptions that are not fully met by cyclical measures. More trouble-
some still, the number of cycles in our test series is small, only twenty-
three at its largest. These series cover a long stretch relatively to most
monthly series in our collection, but not relatively to the history of busi-
ness economy. Hence our experiments may mean that cyclical behavior
in fact has usually been free from 'substantial' and 'significant' secular
changes; but they also may mean that the influence of secular changes is
too smailto be detected reliably by means of the data and techniques
employed.
These remarks severely limit the conclusions that we may draw con-
cerning secular changes in cyclical behavior. But the aims of this chapter
are also modest. We have not been concerned with the question whether
secular or structural changes are characteristic of cyclical behavior, but
with the narrower question whether such changes have been so prominent
as to discredit the use of averages. We can say with confidence that, on theCONCLUSIONS 413
whole, secular or structural changes have not impressed their influence
very strongly on the cyclical behavior of our sample of seven American
series or on the durations of business cycles in our four countries. From
experience in handling numerous time series, we judge that our sample
Full cycle— istolerably representative in this respect of the great bulk of economic
series, except those of very narrow coverage. Hence, we see no serious
obstacle, so far as secular changes are concerned, to the use of averages to
express in a preliminary way what cyclical behavior has been characteris-
72 tic of different economic activities in recent decades.
If secular changes usually account for only a small portion of the
58 cyclical variability in our time series, two corollaries follow. First, aver-
43 ages covering all cycles in a series can usually generalize the cyclical be-
havior of the series, if that is to be done at all, about as well as evolving
averages or subperiod averages. Second, it is safe, ordinarily, to use in
different connections averages based upon different groups of cycles for
the same series, and we may even compare averages for different series
o.ic'— basedupon different periods.
3.81
1.44
1.19 VIII Preparation for Later Work
These conclusions, however, cannot be applied casually or mechanically.
Our analysis has disclosed what we take to be several genuine instances of
secular or structural change in cyclical behavior. It also suggests, how-
- everfaintly, that the cyclical behavior of money markets has been more
it 15 sensitive to secular factors than the cyclical behavior of security or indus-
1 sample of trial markets, that the duration of specific cycles has been influenced less
ares of the than their timing or amplitude, and that the amplitude of business fluc-
art accord- tuations may have increased since 1914. Quite apart from our specific
I are based results, it hardly seems possible that the widespread secular changes that
re trouble- have taken place in economic organization—such as the increasing scale
ily twenty- of business enterprise, the spread of absentee ownership, the building up
ly to most of colonial empires, the disappearance of our frontier, the commercial-
of busi- ization of agriculture, the declining rate of population growth, the
I behavior development of installment selling, the increasing role of government in
nt secular economic affairs, and many others—have not left their mark on business
changes is cycles. Hence, we scrutinize closely the cyclical measures for each series in
techniques succeeding monographs, note secular changes in cyclical behavior that
appear in the light of the surrounding facts to be significant, and thus
draw con- prepare materials that should prove suggestive in a later attack on the
us chapter problem of cumulative changes in business cycles.
n whether These steps would be essential even if we knew in advance that busi-
avior, but ness cycles were uniform in the long run. In an expanding economic
)romlnerit system, characterized by continual accessions of new industries and an
uat, on the absolute or relative decline of old industries, secular changes might be414 SECULAR CHANGES IN CYCLICAL BEHAVIOR
found in the cyclical behavior of each industry and yet be absent in in.
A
dustry as a whole; just as retardation in the growth of individual indus,.
tries is compatible with a uniform rate of growth or even acceleration of
total industrial production. To show how changing practices in industry,
commerce, and finance penetrate the world of business and what their
cyclical repercussions are, is one of the most important problems to be
tackled in the theoretical volume of this series.
Studies of secular movements by several investigators have shown
that many industries have similar histories. During the experimental
years of a new industry, or the period when an old industry gets its first 50
taste of the Industrial•Revolution, the rate of growth is usually moderate. 40 —
Whenthe methods of production have been stabilized and a wide demand -.
forthe product at a profitable price has been assured, the rate of growth is
rapid. As technical improvements are added, prices fall relatively to the
products of older industries, and markets keep expanding. But after a
point, every fresh advance encounters increasingly stiff resistance from 00 -
olderindustries and even more from new industries endowed with the go-
freshnessand vigor of youth. Finally, a stage of decline may set in, when 80-
the product is superseded by some other article that gives more satisfac-
tion in proportion to its cost.23
Some of our time series are long enough to show industries passing
60)
through two or more of these 'stages', and the secular changes ordinarily
affect cyclical behavior as we measure it. The intra-cycle trend and the tilt 40-
of the cyclical patterns shift with the rate of growth. The duration of the
expansions and Contractions of specific cycles, the amplitude of rise rela-
tive to the fall, the leads or lags at the reference turns, the indexes of con- 4 R
formity, indeed, nearly all of our measures may be influenced.24 Some-
times the record is long enough to yield two or three sets of averages, one
representing the stage of rapid growth, another the stage of moderate
ISO-
growth; or one representing the high tide, another the stage of compara-
120
tive stability, and perhaps a third the decline of the industry. In other to.
instances,the best we can do is to exclude from the averages two or three 00
early or late cycles that represent a fragment of life history too short to
yield significant averages, but too different from most of the record to be
lumped with it.
80
An instructive illustration of secular change in cyclical behavior is
70
provided by the history of American railroads.20 Chart 59 shows cyclical 60
2a See Simon Kuznets, Secular Mouements in Production and Prices (Houghton Muffin, 1930), Ch. I,
III, v-vt, and Arthur F. Burns, Production Trends in the United Stales since 1870, pp.79-82,
40
96-173, and 270-81.
24 See W. C. Mitchell and A. F. Burns, The National Bureau's Measures of Cyclical Behavior
(National Bureau of Economic Research, Bulletin 57, July 1, 1935), pp. 16-17; also above, Ch. 7,
particularly Sec. VI.
Ha
25 Secular changes in the cyclical behavior of railroad investment will be discussed at length in our
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The disturbed cycle 1914 —IS is omitted. Fcr of data, etc., see Appendi. C;
esplanation of chart, Cti. 5, Sec. VII. The int,r,als betceen successive stades for too
and orders differ oli6htly, since the former series is esonlhlyaesd the latter querIed7.
CHART 59
Average Patterns of Four Successive Groups of Reference Cycles
Rai'road Traffic and Investment, United States, 1870—1933
Freight Ion—miles
Order, of durable railroad goods
































pi416 SECULAR CHANGES IN CYCLICAL BEHAVIOR
patterns of orders for durable railroad goods and of freight ton-miles of
traffic during four groups of business cycles since 1870. For a time the
opportunities for profits in railroads seemed boundless, and investments
in railway plant increased at a vigorous rate. A cyclical depression ingen-
eral business checked new investment, but the check was comparatively
brief; for even during depressions railroads were able to gain new traffic
from other transport agencies and to carry that traffic over longer dis-
tances. Hence we find railroad construction leading by long intervals
and playing an 'active' part in cyclical revivals. But the sharp rate of
growth of new railroad lines could not be continued indefinitely. Once
the business of rival agencies was fairly well captured and the continent
crisscrossed with railroad lines, the addition of new mileage often resulted
merely in a duplication of existing facilities. A period of rate wars,
maneuvers for control of competing lines, and outright consolidations set
in. The incentive to construct new lines diminished, while the need for
betterments and additions increased. These changes reinforced one an-
other, so far as their effects on cyclical timing are concerned. The expan-
sion of auxiliary industries to a point where they could meet orders by
railroads more quickly than in earlier times worked to the same end. Rail-
road enterprises tended to become more cautious, to give less weight in
making investment decisions to favorable building costs and money mar-
ket conditions, and to give more weight to the traffic in sight. These tend-
encies were quickened as new transport agencies—interurban railways,
trucks, motor buses, passenger automobiles, pipe lines, airplanes, and
revived waterways—emerged and battled the railroads for traffic as merci-
lessly as the railroads in their youth had battled their rivals. Chart 59
shows the progressive changes in the cyclical timing of fixed railroad
investments that resulted from these complex forces. As the trend of rail-
way traffic flattened out and its cyclical fluctuations became intensified,
the leads of new investments at business-cycle revivals became irregularly
weaker, vanished, and finally were replaced by lags.26
In certain activities cyclical behavior is free from secular change, yet
is not steady in the long run. For an extended period a series may follow
a characteristic pattern, then shift abruptly to another pattern. When we
encounter such cases, we strike separate averages for the period preceding
and following the discontinuous shift. For example, railroad freight rates
in the United States, so far as we may judge from receipts per ton-mile,
tended to conform positively to business cycles before about 1890; after
that date they usually move invertedly. This shift is due, at least in
part, to the regulative activities of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission established in 1887, which made the adjustment of freight rates to
26 By applying variance analysis to the leads or lags (in cyde.stage Units) of the series on orders
of durable railroad goods at reference troughs, using the groups shown on the chart, we get a
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cyclical changes in general business a more deliberate and time-consum-
ing process. Another example is the reduction in the cyclical amplitude of
short-term interest rates after the introduction of the Federal Reserve
system, on which we commented above. A still neater example is found
in the history of silver prices. During the two centuries prior to the
1870's, the price of silver relatively to the price of gold was virtually free
from cyclical fluctuations. Since that time, the progressive 'demonetiza-
tion' of silver has been accompanied by exceptionally violent flucuations
in its gold price.27
Many of our foreign series seem to support the view that an abrupt
change occurred around 1914 in the economic activities of Western
Europe. The change is evident in certain series on production, trade and
employment. It is reflected most sharply in monetary series, as should be
expected from the intermittent existence of the gold standard and the
changes in the methods of operating it since 1914. For instance, the metal-
lic reserves of the Bank of France moved invertedly to business cycles
without exception from 1872 to 1914, but bear an extremely irregular
relation to business cycles since 1914. The ratio of reserves to liabilities
in the Bank of England conforms about as well to business cycles after
1914 as before, but the cycles have become more intense. In these and
similar instances, as already stated, we strike separate averages for the
period before and after the discontinuous shift.
We trust that these illustrations convey a more adequate notion of the
manner in which we actually use averages than do the brief statements in
preceding chapters. Our primary interest at this stage of our work, to
repeat, is in average cyclical behavior. We proceed on the belief that busi-
ness cycles have been sufficiently stable 'in the long run' to justify the
effort to develop a systematic and detailed picture of what happens during
an 'average' or 'typical' business cycle. But we conceive of this picture as
being merely a first approximation to our ultimate goal, which is to
explain the business cycles of actual life. Hence we are also preparing
materials as well as we now can on secular and discontinuous changes in
cyclical behavior. Once our basic analysis of time series is completed, we
plan to collate the results for the longest series, note what regularities they
suggest, then scrutinize all our series, those covering only a half-dozen
cycles as well as those covering ten or more cycles, in the light of these
suggestions. We expect that these studies will help us not only to de-
termine what secular or discontinuous changes have taken place in
specific and business cycles, but also to explain how the business cycles
of actual life typically have run their course.
27SeeGeorge F. Warren and Frank A. Pearson, Prices Uohn Wi)ey, 1953), pp. 142-4.